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A remarkable heavy atom isotope effect in the dissociative chemisorption
of nitrogen on Ru „001…
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~Received 19 April 1999; accepted 22 March 2000!

An extremely large isotope effect@ I eff5Pdiss(
15N2)/Pdiss(

14N2)#, has been measured in the
dissociative chemisorption of nitrogen molecules over Ru~001!. It varies from unity at kinetic
energies above 2 eV to 0.2 atEk51.4 eV. These observations are consistent with a barrier for direct
dissociation of 1.8 eV, in agreement with previous experiments and recentab initio density
functional theory calculations. It supports earlier studies that proposed tunneling as the dissociation
dynamics mechanism. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!71119-6#
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The rate-limiting step of the heterogeneous catalytic a
monia synthesis from its elements is the dissociative che
sorption of nitrogen on top of an iron-based catalyst.1,2 The
high N–N bond energy of 9.78 eV excludes a direct therm
dissociation process. The catalytic mechanism is there
based on simultaneous molecular dissociation and the for
tion of two weaker nitrogen–iron bonds. The microscop
mechanism that governs the dissociation is still open
under discussion. The question is whether a direct disso
tion mechanism takes place or one that involves a molec
intermediate, in which the nitrogen triple bond is weaken

The most active noniron catalyst for ammonia synthe
is ruthenium,3~a! the subject of the present report, which on
recently became an industrial catalyst. Consequently,
number of studies of this system has rapidly increased
recent years.3,4 The dominant role of steps in the dissociati
of thermalN2 on Ru~001! has recently been demonstrated5

It was suggested that the weakly adsorbed nitrogen m
ecules need to migrate from their impact position to
nearby step in order to dissociate.

A direct dissociation in which a nitrogen molecule a
proaching from the gas phase fragments on impact, is
alternative mechanism, in particular for the more energ
molecules.5,6,8,9 It implies that dynamical variables such a
the collision energy and the initial vibrational state shou
strongly influence the dissociation probability (Pdiss).

Evidence for this possibility has been shown in molec
lar beam surface scattering studies. Orders of magnitude
hancement ofPdiss was observed upon the increase of in
dent kinetic energy for N2/Fe(111),7 N2/Re~001!,8 and
N2/Ru~001!,9 including the effect of vibration.7–10 At higher
kinetic energies of the colliders, the crystal temperature
only a marginal influence on the process.9–11 A kinetic
scheme based on the direct dissociation approach has
been introduced without the involvement of an intermedi
molecular nitrogen state, which nicely reproduced the m
sured rate of ammonia synthesis over iron catalysts.12–14

A dynamical model rationalizing the experimental r

a!Electronic mail: asscher@batata.fh.huji.ac.il
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sults employs a nonadiabatic picture in which molecular
trogen from the gas phase switches its electronic struc
upon impact to an adsorbed atomic nitrogen.6,8–10The lowest
energy point on the crossing seam between the molec
and atomic potentials is located at 1.8 eV above the zero
phase energy for the N2/Ru system.9 Based on this model
the dissociation has to proceed via atunnelingmechanism at
incident energies below this crossing point. A minimum b
rier of similar magnitude~'2 eV! was recently computed fo
the dissociation of N2 on Ru~001! ~a fully relaxed system!
using density functional theory.15~a! This is an improved
value compared to an earlier study that suggested a barri
1.35 eV.15~b! The important role of vibrational excitation o
the impinging N2 molecules in enhancing its dissociativ
chemisorption rate was indicated in Ref. 15~a!, confirming
an earlier study.9 This was deduced from an observation
vibrational population inversion in the recombinative deso
tion of nitrogen molecules from Ru~001!.

The most significant theoretical prediction of the tunn
ing mechanism is that a measurable dynamical isotope e
should be observed. The dissociation of the lighter14N2 iso-
tope should be enhanced significantly relative to the hea
15N2 for incident kinetic energies below the crossing sea
where deep tunneling takes place. At collision energ
above the crossing seam the isotope effect sho
vanish.6,8–10This major element of the theoretical model h
never been tested experimentally.

In order to address the isotope effect hypothesis and
particular its kinetic energy dependence, isotopic substitu
has been introduced as a new experimental-dynamical v
able for this system. Employing supersonic molecular be
techniques, the two nitrogen isotopes14N2 and15N2 seeded in
hydrogen were accelerated onto a Ru~001! single-crystal sur-
face and their dissociation has been studied as a functio
incident kinetic energy.

The experiments reported here were conducted in a
lecular beam-ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! scattering system.9,16

The supersonic nitrogen beam was generated in a triply
ferentially pumped section, where N2 kinetic energy was
controlled by seeding in hydrogen or helium and by varyi
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. The dissociation probability of
15N2 and14N2 on Ru~001! at 600 K as
a function of incident kinetic energy a
normal angle of incidence. The inse
shows typical coverage versus expo
sure curves which are used to con
struct the experimentalPdiss. The cal-
culated points were obtained by th
time-dependent wave-packet calcula
tions, see the text and Ref. 9.
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the nozzle temperature. The incident kinetic energy was
termined by a time of flight instrument. A miniature 400 H
chopper defined the initial flight time to the ionizers of tw
separate quadrupole mass spectrometers. The first h
crossed-beam ionizer located before the sample while
second was at an on-axis configuration behind the sam
This setup improved the accuracy of the nitrogen molecu
flight time measurements and thus our determination of in
dent kinetic energies. Kinetic energy distributions were ch
acterized byDE/E50.25 at nozzle temperatureTn5300 K,
which increased to 0.35 atTn51000 K. Dissociation prob-
ability measurements of14N2 were independent of the nozz
material made either of hard Al2O3 ~Ref. 9! or from Mo
tubes. In the present study only Mo nozzles were used.
measurements reported here were performed at normal a
of incidence.

The UHV chamber had a typical base pressure o
310210 Torr, rising to 431028 Torr when the beam is on
The sample was prepared and cleaned by both sputter
nealing and oxygen treatment, showing afterwards a v
sharp hexagonal low energy electron diffraction pattern. T
Ru crystals from different sources, cut to within 0.5° of t
~001! crystallographic plane, were used during the course
this study. The results obtained from these two crystals s
ter within the experimental uncertainty. Nitrogen flux w
(1.560.5)31014 molecules/cm2 s. All nitrogen dissociation
studies were performed at fixed crystal temperature of 60
to avoid any background gas adsorption.9 The dissociation
yield of the impinging nitrogen molecules has been de
mined by integrating the area under the temperature
grammed desorption~TPD! signal of the recombinative de
sorption peak at mass 14/15, near 950 K at a heating ra
12 K/s. This method is sensitive to atomic nitrogen cov
ages down to 0.001 of a monolayer. All filaments were s
off during the beam exposure time to avoid ammonia p
e-
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duction at the hot filaments,9,11which would add to the popu
lation of nitrogen atoms on the surface.

Two gas mixtures were used: One having 1%–3%15N2

in H2 (15N2 from Isotech, 99.060.15% atom purity, impuri-
ties were15N2O and15NO) and the other mixture was of14N2

~99.9999% purity! also in H2. The mixtures were further
purified by flowing through a 2.5 m liquid nitrogen trap, aft
24 h mixing time in 50 l gas bottles at total pressure of 6 a
We have repeated some of these measurements with u
three such traps~total of 7.5 m copper tubing immersed i
liquid nitrogen! in order to further check the level of clean
liness of the gases in the beam. Identical results were
tained with one or three traps. Another precaution was ta
to avoid the rare possibility of surface chemistry on the s
face of the molybdenum nozzle that may affect our measu
ments. By slightly varying the degree of seeding of bo
isotopes of nitrogen in hydrogen and changing the noz
temperature in the range 650–850 K, the catalytic activity
the nozzle should have changed. The measured isotope e
in the energy range shown in Fig. 2 was insensitive to th
parameters.

The data points shown in Fig. 1 were obtained from t
slopes of coverage versus exposure curves. A linear rela
between nitrogen coverage and its exposure up to cover
of more than 8% of a monolayer indicates that dissociat
occurs predominantly on terraces in a direct collision eve
which means that defects do not significantly contribu
These results are consistent with Ref. 5, implying a dir
dissociation mechanism at the higher kinetic energiesEk

.1.4 eV!. The data points in Fig. 1 are the result of up
three coverage versus exposure points for the15N2 experi-
ments and up to six points in the case of14N2. The low
sticking probabilities at energies below 1.4 eV resulted
nonreproducible measurements. At this point, therefore,
limit our quantitative discussion to energies above 1.4 e
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FIG. 2. The measured and calculated isotope effect a
function of incident kinetic energy. Unlike the three
dimensional calculations, the two-dimensional resu
do not include surface recoil.
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Moreover, recent measurements suggest that there is a
nificant contribution to our TPD from bulk nitrogen atoms
extremely low coverages17 which may limit the accuracy o
our low energy data.

In Fig. 1 the measured dissociative sticking probabilit
(Pdiss) are presented for14N2 and15N2 as a function of inci-
dent kinetic energy at normal angle of incidence. The d
points of Pdiss(

15N2) and Pdiss(
14N2) practically overlap for

energies above 2 eV. Below this value, they start to sp
where the heavier isotope has a lower dissociation proba
ity as the energy decreases. A summary of all the meas
values of the isotope effectI eff5Pdiss(

15N2)/Pdiss(
14N2) as a

function of incidence energy is shown in Fig. 2.I eff changes
from unity for kinetic energies above 2 eV, monotonica
dropping to 0.2 at 1.4 eV.

A common model to explain an isotope effect wh
crossing a barrier is based on a one-dimensional semicl
cal tunneling formula:18

Pdiss'P0expS 22
A2M

\
E

a

b
A@V~q!2E#dqD ~E,VT!,

~1!

where P0 is the dissociation probability at the top of th
barrier (E5VT), M is the mass of the tunneling particle, th
integral limitsa, b are the borders of the classically forbid
den region, andq the tunneling coordinate. In the case of t
N2/Ru~001! systemP0'1022.

Since the integral representing the area under the ba
should be mass independent,18 the isotope ratio is directly
related to the dissociation probability:

I eff~E!5
Pdiss~

15N2!

Pdiss~
14N2!

5S Pdiss~E!

P0
D h

, ~2!

wherePdiss(E) is Pdiss(
15N2) at incident kinetic energyE and

the mass-dependent exponent ish5(12AM14/M15). The
presence of the mass ratio at the exponent offers an exp
tion for strong sensitivity to the mass of the dissociati
molecule.
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The exponenth in the semiclassical model underes
mates the experimentally observed isotope effect shown
Fig. 2. The full quantum nonadiabatic model calculation9

predict higher exponent, nevertheless it also underestim
the measured values~see Fig. 2!.

Searching for alternative reasons for the observed
namical isotope effect, a zero point energy explanation
be eliminated. Its maximum value of 0.83 for the N2/Ru
system is way below the experimental values and is not
ergy dependent. Tunneling under a single adiabatic poten
energy surface can in principle explain isotope effect but i
always smaller than a nonadiabatic approach for the s
potentials.

To conclude, a very large isotope effect has been
ported here for nitrogen dissociation on Ru~001!, for the first
time, as a function of incident kinetic energy of the collidin
nitrogen molecules. Model calculations based on tunne
through a large barrier for dissociation of 1.8 eV qualit
tively explain the results. In particular, the model predic
correctly the onset of the isotope effect at energies just be
the barrier. This model, however, fails to explain the act
magnitude of the isotope effect as determined experim
tally. This might be due to a limited number of nuclear d
grees of freedom~molecular and substrate related! used in
the model or because of the involvement of additional
cited electronic states.

This work has been partially supported by a grant fro
the Israel Science Foundation and by the German Is
Foundation.
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